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In this paper we propose a mobile sensing solution that
uses Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) and discuss its
potential in future everyday use cases. The proposed
design enables novice end users to classify various
objects using NIRS and without prior knowledge of the
technology itself. We describe how an instrument that
traditionally has been used solely by trained lab
personnel, can be commoditized to be used by any end
user with a mobile device. The preliminary results
indicate that samples can be identified with high
accuracy, but that a series of implementation and
design challenges must be first accounted for.
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Introduction
Smartphones have impacted many aspects of our lives
over the recent years. The wide array of onboard
sensors, constantly improving wireless connections and
easy access to new applications have made these
devices integral parts of our everyday operations. One
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of the particularly interesting aspects of the modern
smartphone, especially to researchers, is their ability to
measure and sense the context around us (e.g.,
ambient light, temperature, etc.). This has effectively
made the smartphone a capable scientific instrument as
well. Given the ubiquity of smartphones, it is
reasonable to say that these instruments are already at
the hands of many users. We are interested in
exploring a new generation of NIRS devices, and we
argue that NIRS has the ability to turn smartphones
into even more advanced analytical instruments for
everyday use. NIRS utilizes the property between
infrared light and molecular absorption to determine
the physical properties of objects. It provides a range
of benefits compared to traditional measuring methods
used in industries, such as food, healthcare and
pharmaceuticals. Recent breakthroughs in NIRS
technology have facilitated making the sensing devices
small, affordable and portable, while still retaining
accuracy. Hence, we envision that smartphones can be
paired with such devices, and thus allow users to
benefit from advanced sensing capabilities. What used
to be an expensive benchtop instrument in laboratories
now has the possibility to reach numerous end users.
To enable this transition, new design solutions should
be developed to accommodate use by non-trained
people. In this paper we first discuss the potential of
this new technology, present the initial steps we have
taken towards making the technology more accessible,
and conclude by presenting a roadmap to tackle
selected envisioned future challenges.

Related Work
Current smartphones are equipped with a wide array of
built-in sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope, camera and
GPS, etc.). These sensors can enhance user experience
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through advanced application features or help HCI
researchers in collecting valuable data about the user’s
context [1,9]. Although using smartphones as scientific
instruments is clearly feasible, the built-in sensors may
not always be accurate enough for certain use cases.
To this end, custom solutions can be developed and
paired with the devices. For instance, an example of a
custom sensing solution that can detect protein and
allergens is explored by Long et al. [11]. Their setup
allows the user to extract the physical parameters of a
sample and achieve high precision fingerprinting.
Identifying objects is a major research area in
computer science [4]. A substantial body of work has
been dedicated to pattern recognition and classifying
objects. Gall et al. [8] propose a decision forest model
to detect pedestrians or cars in natural images. In food
science, an algorithm has been developed to recognize
peel defects in citrus with up to 95% accuracy [3].
NIRS introduces an additional dimension to the
analysis, being able to penetrate samples and expose
information about its composition [14]. This has been
proven useful in many industries, for example to detect
concentrations of active substances in pharmaceutical
tablets [7]. The technique has also demonstrated high
accuracy in textile [5] and fruit quality classification
[12].

Portable NIRS
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy was first introduced in the
1940s. It can be used to extract information about
practically all types of samples, regardless of the state
(e.g. liquids, solutions and powder). When an infrared
signal (780–2500nm) is radiated at a sample, it
experiences absorption at various wavelengths
depending on the object’s composition. The absorption
is related to the vibration of the atoms in the molecules
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of the sample. Thus, detailed information about the
inner configuration of the sample can be retrieved. The
spectra of the resulting signal can be used for advanced
analytics, allowing describing both physical and
chemical parameters of the object being scanned. The
technique is fast, accurate, non-destructive and
requires little sample preparation. Traditionally, this
technology has been reserved as an expensive
laboratory instrument for trained personnel. Because of
the extensive analytical capabilities of NIRS,
researchers are working on developing portable
solutions. An example is Texas Instrument’s NIRS
device, shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. A Portable NIRS Device.

Due to the limited size and weight for mobile devices,
there are some restrictions in the hardware. More
specifically, there still exist minor differences in spectral
resolution and sensitivity in contrast to traditional
laboratory machines. Henn et al. [10] investigate how a
miniaturized NIR spectroscopy performs compared to a
benchtop device in quantitative food analysis. They
report high accuracy for the portable NIRS, highlighting
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it as a viable alternative to conventional spectrometers,
especially in non-critical use cases. With portable NIRS
devices, one of the benefits is the ability to easily bring
the analytical instrument to the sample. Normally, the
sample would have to be collected and sent to a
laboratory for processing. This is time consuming and
requires significant effort due to the need of
appropriate packaging, transportation and storage.
Instead, the analysis using a portable device can now
be performed in-situ, providing almost instantaneous
results. This can be beneficial in many scenarios. For
instance, picking grapes at the appropriate maturity
level ensures that the grapes have all the enological
conditions to become quality wine. Grape farmers could
use the technology to determine the optimal time for
harvest. A study on in-situ grape ripeness prediction
[2] concludes with recommending a portable NIRS for
the purpose of determining grape parameters. As the
technology in spectrometers is based on comparing the
results to a reference, a good library of scans will
increase the analytical value of the tool. Zamora-Rojas
et al. [15] demonstrate how old scan libraries built by
benchtop equipment can successfully be ported to new
miniaturized scanners.
Use Cases
We envision a large number of potential application
areas and use cases for a portable NIRS device paired
with a mobile phone. We summarize these in Figure 2.
For example, such a solution could aid authorities in
identifying counterfeit or unclean pharmaceuticals. With
an estimate of 7% of the sold drugs in the world being
fake, there is certainly a need for efficient quality
control. NIRS has already shown high accuracy in
classifying tablets and antimalarial medicine [6].
Suspicious compounds could be scanned in-situ, giving
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detailed analytical information in seconds. Similarly,
another use case is to detect if meat has gone bad. The
user can simply scan the meat and receive information
about the quality and if it has decayed. NIRS can also
be a useful tool for those with celiac disease, which is a
frequent disorder in people with European origin.
Gluten can be dangerous to those affected and it would
be beneficial to have a quick, simple, effective and
inexpensive method to detect gluten in food. NIRS can
provide a solution, as it has been proven efficient in
identifying gluten in ingredients such as flour.

Figure 2: Potential use cases for
NIRS.

Implementation Challenges
As NIRS primarily were utilized by trained personnel,
device vendors have mainly focused on functionality,
reliability and maintainability. To facilitate novice end
users interacting with this technology, usability,
efficiency and portability should be studied as well.
Applications developed for such end user NIRS devices
should provide users clear instructions on how to use
the portable devices and provide understandable
feedback based on the scan result. By designing and 3D
printing a casing that encapsulates the NIRS device and
informs the user about how to scan, the machine can
act as a sensor in different areas of use. Larger
scanning stations could be built, where the scanner is
paired with public displays. These can then be placed in
pivotal locations. This would allow people to simply
walk in and scan their items (e.g., pills) in real time. In
contrast, compact and visually appealing solutions are
required to fit home environments such as kitchens. By
placing NIRS in the hands of non-experts, it is also
crucial to research the effect of different physical
parameters on scanning reliability. Specifically, distance
to the scanner, scanning angle, surface evenness,
object interference, and stray light interference have all
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been shown to affect object identification accuracy in
NIRS [13,16]. Figure 3 displays an overview of the
challenges associated with NIRS and equipping novice
end users with such an apparatus. When developing the
physical casings and applications for portable NIRS,
these metrics must be accounted for. The UI should
instruct users on correct sample placement and
scanning procedure. Samples holders must be designed
to enable end users to position objects in an efficient
and appropriate manner.

Figure 3. Challenges associated with NIRS and end user
involvement.

Ongoing Work
As smart devices (tablets, phones, watches) are
becoming more and more available, we envision pairing
them with NIRS devices to open up a significant
number of exciting research avenues. In our already
existing setup, the smart device acts as the interaction
point, allowing users to configure settings, start scans
and view the results near real-time. Figure 4 displays
an overview of how user interaction of our approach
compares to the traditional NIRS setup. Our users only
interact with the smartphone to start the scans, and
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the results are presented to them by the smartphone
client. The rest of the iterations, which previously
required manual involvement, are automated by the
application in our setup.

a real scanning situation with untrained end users. In
addition to gluten traces, we have already built a
library of various groups of items. We have achieved
good preliminary results in classifying samples by using
these reference scans in combination with
preprocessing and machine learning algorithms.

Conclusion

Figure 4. An overview of how our design simplifies end user
involvement.

As for concrete application scenarios, we are for
example exploring how to leverage the apparatus for
the elderly at their homes. Patients with memory
problems or bad eyesight can be taught to verify their
medicine using a custom-built NIRS deployment. The
results can be presented either as text or transmitted
by speech through a smart device. We have also
started to collect samples of gluten in different types of
popular food items, and expect to make a public library
of the scan results. This could be helpful for people with
celiac disease, as mentioned earlier. To further
investigate the challenges associated with portable
NIRS, we conducted several tests that verified the
effects of physical parameters on scan results. We are
currently exploring various 3D printed casing designs
and mobile UI solutions, to mitigate these challenges in
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This paper proposes a mobile instrumentation method,
allowing novice smartphone end-users to perform
advanced analysis of objects. We introduce a setup that
pairs smart devices with a portable NIRS.
Implementing such a solution would open up new
possibilities in ubiquitous smartphone sensing. Based
on this system, we envision potential use cases and
describe our ongoing work in the field. We discuss
challenges when introducing novice end users to NIRS
and how they can be solved through intuitive UI and
design solutions. The purpose of this paper is to get
early feedback and ideas from the mobile sensing
community.
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